‘Mobilizing Kingdom Resources
for Kingdom Mission in Africa’

The 3 questions that changed
everything for me
My personal testimony:
• Why do I live in a country that claims to be +70% Christian
and yet does not have Christian culture prevailing?
• Why do you live on a continent that has vast resources
(natural and human) and yet is the begging bowl of the
world largely surviving on foreign aid?
• Why is Africa the most evangelised continent and yet
shows no evidence of societal transformation that should
be consistent with the prevalence of the truth of the bible?

The Full Gospel Cycle
-

Salvation
Miracles
Spirit
Prayer
Word

1. Lack of Knowledge
2. Disobedience

Natural

-

Discipleship
Transformation
Truth
Action
Implementation

Spiritual

Why do we find ourselves in this
situation?

• Lack of knowledge (lack of truth)
• Hosea 4:6

• Disobedience (refusal to implement the truth)
• Deuteronomy 28:15-68

• Why do we refuse to implement the truth?
• Incorrect delivery of the truth
• Choose not to accept the truth

Prayer cannot substitute obedience

• "Have you noticed how much praying for revival
has been going on of late - and how little revival
has resulted? I believe the problem is that we have
been trying to substitute praying for obeying, and
it simply will not work. To pray for revival while
ignoring the plain precept laid down in Scripture is
to waste a lot of words and get nothing for our
trouble. Prayer will become effective when we stop
using it as a substitute for obedience.“ A.W. Tozer

God’s wealth creation mandate to
mankind
God’s first words to man in Genesis 1:28 (‘Be fruitful and multiply and
fill the earth, and govern it [using all its vast resources in the service
of God and man]; and have dominion over the fish of the sea, the birds of
the air, and over every living creature that moves upon the earth) where
an economic mandate.
Right at the beginning God gives mankind the mandate to take
stewardship of the earth, and therefore to make sure that there is
replenishment (seed time and harvest) so that all His creation has
access to the resources He created.
Mankind’s fall was as a result of economic disobedience – ‘Adam and
Eve consumed a resource that God had commanded them not to
consume’, (Genesis 2:15-17) and at that time 'The desire for mankind
to consume outside God’s will is birthed’. This desire has led to
materialism, greed, wars, slavery, poverty, and, and …….

So why is the economy important
for the purposes of God?
The devil uses the economy as a primary platform (through the
proliferation of man-established and perpetuated systemic poverty) to
stop people from seeing the goodness of God and how He has created
an earth that has more than enough to provide an abundant life for
everyone of His children.
It’s the central place of human captivity through the love and worship
of money (Refer to Matthew 6:24 and 1 Timothy 6:9-10).
It is the area with the greatest levels of idol worship even for people
professing the Christian faith and belief in God. The result of this
disobedience is what we see manifesting across various nations. (Refer
to Exodus 20:3, 1 John 5:21 and Deuteronomy 28:15-68)

Operating in the Kingdom wealth
creation cycle
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What is in your hand?
13 areas of Capital

Using all the capital available

Capital – ‘what is in your hand?’
• Spiritual
• Creative/Innovation
• Relational
• Generational
• Social
• Financial/Economic
• Knowledge
• Political
• Environmental
• Positional
• Institutional
• Physical
• Governmental/ Legislative
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Kingdom Profit

The 5 profit pillars
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Building on the right side

Building Kingdom businesses on the
correct side of the economic T-chart

Self Build

The world system vs. The Kingdom system
Dependence on mammon vs. Jesus
Transactions vs. Relationships
Ownership vs. Stewardship
Division vs. Multiplication
Scarcity vs. Abundance
Aid vs. Trade
Pull down
Fear vs. Trust
‘Die to Self”
Self vs. God
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Babylonian Foundation
Mammon

“Wilderness”

The ‘highway’ – Isaiah 62:10
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Kingdom Foundation
Jesus – ‘cornerstone’

Plugging the leakage
UE Video Clip
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZMyyG_EVXJw

Movement to stand against corruption and stand
for ethics, values and clean living

www.unashamedlyethical.com

African Council for
Accreditation and
Accountability (ACfAA)
Standard 1: Leadership and Governance
Standard 2: Talent Management
Standard 3: Learning and Innovation
Standard 4: Cultural Differences, Diversity and Interdependence
Standard 5: Financial Management & Disclosure
Standard 6: Compliance
Standard 7: Resource Mobilisation

Lead – Valentine Gitoho (Kenya)

Biblical Fund Raising Model
2 Chronicles 29: 1- 9
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project based
David donated first
Then the family leaders
Then the leaders of the tribes
Then the generals and captains
Then the administrative officers
Then the people
It is critical that the people who receive the vision
from God contribute first before going out to
request funding from the people.
• MATF needs to align it’s fund raising model to the
biblical model

Implementation is critical
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vision
Purpose
Mission
Objectives (dependent events with ownership)
Strategies (to achieve each objectives)
Actions (required to achieve each strategy)

Leadership is the key
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vision
Serve
Teach
Train
Equip
Empower
Let Go
Evaluate

What do I believe we need to do
• Honour old wineskin work but move to new wineskin
thinking and strategies
• 2 Chronicles 7:14
• Create wealth structures to fund the Kingdom – Africa is
accountable before God for the abundant resources He
has given us
• Plug leakages - corruption
• Set up governance and accountability structures
• Biblical based fund raising – it starts with us (Africa)
first
• Fund new wineskin Kingdom mission initiatives
• Break spirit of worthlessness and poverty over Africa

Crossover Transformation Group –
What we do
• Kingdom Equipping
– Kingdom Business & Economic Transformation Training
– Transformational Leadership Training
– Biblical Entrepreneurship Training

• Kingdom Business Advisory & Consulting Services
– Business & Organisational Transformation , turnaround and performance
acceleration, strategy development and implementation

• Business coaching and mentorship
– Bringing out the best of each persons talents, gifts and abilities so that they can
maximize their success in fulfilling their roles in the family, business and
society.

• Kingdom Business & Project incubation
– Assisting Christian led start up business and projects grow and become
sustainable and profitable

• Kingdom Investing & Funding
– Identifying Kingdom impacting projects and small to medium enterprises
(SME’s) that need funding and linking them to Kingdom investors who want to
invest in high potential ventures that will produce both good financial returns
and eternal fruit

Thank You

www.crossovertransformation.co.za
patrick@crossovertransformation.co.za

